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Coolum Action Plan
For Coolum Business & Tourism

Introduction
The development of the Coolum Business and Tourism action plan was a
collaborative approach led by consultants, Fourfold Studio, who gained first
hand knowledge from the people who make Coolum, uniquely Coolum
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Coolum is a well-known area
situated on the Sunshine
Coast on the cusp of
major development. Such
development brings with it
extensive change, opportunities
for major investment and
formation of public-private
partnerships. For Coolum to
leverage these opportunities
whilst directing the desired
vision for the area, it is
important Coolum business
and community have a clear
road map to guide future
decision-making and align
collaborative efforts.

Fourfold Studio were commissioned by Coolum Business and
Tourism to facilitate engagement, synthesise outcomes and develop
a set of actions for economic revival in Coolum. The actions outlined
have been informed by stakeholders who attended the workshop
in June 2020 hosted by Coolum Business and Tourism. They should
guide the business and residential community over the next 2-5
years. Each action will require further investigation to understand the
feasibility of its implementation.
Prior to the undertaking of this project Coolum’s unique identity and
market position as a tourism destination was defined through the
Sub-region Identity Report. Fourfold Studio were engaged to build
on this body of work to collaboratively uncover a set of actions to set
the community on the right path to achieve their vision.
The intended audience of this document is any member of the
Coolum community, more specifically local businesses and traders.
The hope is that this document can be used as a tool to form new
partnerships to achieve collective aspirations for Coolum and create
a new way of working collaboratively within the community.

Document Status

For ease of interpretation this Action Plan has been organised into
the following sections:

This document should be
treated as ever evolving to
ensure it remains responsive to
the needs and aspirations of the
community. It will be required
to be updated according to the
current Coolum context and
unfolding events. Additionally,
although this piece of work
was commissioned by Coolum
Business and Tourism, to ensure
momentum is maximised,
this resource should be
accessible to, and used by, the
wider Coolum business and
community stakeholders.

Section 1 | Workshop Methodology: Key to devising this action
plan was the undertaking of a collaborative workshop with key
stakeholders from the business and trader community. This first
section will unpack the methodology adopted and how this
informed the development of the Coolum Action Plan.
Section 2 | Place Identity and Themes: This section defines the
distinct features and opportunities for Coolum, creating a road-map
for future development, programs and activations.
Section 3 | Implementation Actions: This section details a series of
actions that will reinforce and shape the place identity of Coolum.
Actions have been aligned with one or more of the above themes
and have been generated directly from workshop outcomes.
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Document Navigation

Coolum Context
This section provides a high
level overview of the economic,
planning and development
context of Coolum. The major
developments of the industrial
precinct, Yaroomba, the Airport
Expansion and Surf Ranch
were discussed during the
workshop. Actions relating to
these investments have been
captured within the Economic
Action Plan.

Economic Context
Coolum Beach is a beautiful, small coastal town of approximately
16,000 people known for its relaxed lifestyle, good surf, iconic
beach front surf club and the majestic Mount Coolum. Maintaining
a consistently low annual growth rate of 2.1% over the past ten
years, the population is projected to grow to 18,500 persons by
2041 as a few key development sites are developed and small
scale incremental development continues to occur. The population
is characterised by a high number of families with children with
relatively modest family income levels of $80,808 per year. It is still a
relatively affordable town to buy and rent with median rent of $475
per week for a 3 bedroom house and median mortgage repayments
of $1800 per month.
Coolum boasts a highly educated population with nearly two
thirds of the population (65.3%) having completed higher education
(Bachelor degree, Diploma), predominantly in management,
commerce and engineering.
The top five industries of employment for Coolum include
construction services, preschool and school education, food and
beverage services, other store-based retailing and medical and other
health care services.
There were 1,382 businesses in Coolum Beach, typically micro and
small businesses with 30% having between 1 and 4 employees.
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(Queensland Government Statistician’s Office, 2020)

Planning Context

Coolum is identified as a District
Activity Centre within Sunshine
Coast Council’s Economic
Development Strategic
Framework. The Strategic
Framework identifies an area
spanning Pelican Waters in
the south to Marcoola in the
north as the ‘Sunshine Coast
Enterprise Corridor’. The
Sunshine Coast Enterprise
Corridor is the key area for
economic development and
residential growth, providing
the locations for many of
the high value industries to
establish, expand and mature
in appropriately planned and
serviced locations. While this
corridor does not incorporate
Coolum, the significance of the
town in relation to its status as
a District Activity Centre and its
close proximity to the Airport
warrant consideration of the
Key Concepts and Strategic
Opportunities outlined in the
Strategy.

Local Area Plan

Sub-Regional Identity

The local area plan identifies
important natural and activity
based features of Coolum
which support local residents
while appealing to the tourist
market.

In March 2018, Visit Sunshine
Coast commissioned the
undertaking of a sub-region
report. The aim of this report
was to understand Coolum’s
brand positioning and point
of difference within the wider
Sunshine Coast region. This
included unpacking and
defining Coolum’s purpose,
principles, personality,
proposition and presentation.

Coolum is the northern most
town within the Sunshine
Coast LGA, approximately 20
minutes south of the tourism
hot spot Noosa Heads. The
local area plan describes the
natural features of the area
as picturesque and identifies
among others the South
Peregian section of the Noosa
National Park, Mount Coolum
National Park and the Pacific
Ocean as key features of the
area.

The report defined Coolum’s
core identity as ‘Simply. Be’
summarised as ‘Leave your
worries behind + live life on
Coolum time’.
(Customer Frame, 2018)

The plan defines “two distinct
commercial areas, with tourist
activities focused along the
Coolum Esplanade (David Low
Way) and local commercial and
retail activity focused in the
Birtwill Street area.”
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Sunshine Coast Council
Strategic Framework

Private Sector Investment
There is significant growth and development occurring or proposed in and around Coolum which
could be leveraged to create a vibrant and thriving centre. Specific developments of interest include
the Coolum Eco Industrial Park, the Sunshine Coast Airport Expansion Project, the Yaroomba Beach
Development and the proposed Surf Ranch. A brief description of these developments have been
included below to provide context around new economic opportunities for Coolum to leverage.

Airport

Tourism
Sector

Industrial
estate

The Sunshine Coast Airport
located in Marcoola is 10
minutes drive South of
Coolum. This is a key piece of
infrastructure for the Sunshine
Coast. The airport will open its
runway expansion in late 2020.

Yaroomba

An established high impact
industrial estate located to the
west of the Sunshine Coast
Motorway adjoins the Coolum
Eco Industrial Estate. The Eco
Industrial Estate is the largest
of it’s kind in Queensland
and is currently under the
management of Economic
Development Queensland.

As part of the development,
a First Nations Ecological Trail
is proposed. The trail aims
to celebrate and promote
education, discovery and
creativity whilst strengthening
connection to place through
knowledge and interaction
The trail is an exciting
opportunity to create a
destination for the local area
and a unique asset for locals
and visitors alike.
Surf Ranch
The Surf Ranch, a new major
tourist attraction is set to open
near Coolum. The 510 hectare
site will incorporate an ecovillage alongside the Surf Ranch
with nearly 75 percent of the
space dedicated to wetlands,
public areas and lakes. This
facility will be considered a
significant attractor for visitors
to the area.
The Coolum Economic Action
Plan incorporates actions
relating to connectivity,
promotion and identity
that will ensure the broader
area benefits from these
investments.

This industrial estate is an
economic asset for Coolum
providing significant
opportunities to grow the
current industrial offer
and to establish a unique
industrial market position that
compliments the Coolum
identity. It’s proximity to the
Airport and easy access to the
motorway make it a desirable
location for aviation related
industry or fright requiring
transport to North Queensland,
the Port of Brisbane or SEQ.
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Given the proximity of
this Sunshine Coast arrival
gateway, there are significant
opportunities for alignment
with Coolum’s industrial and
tourism sectors.

The recently approved
Yaroomba Beach development
will incorporate a 7 Story Hotel
alongside a variety of residential
housing options and associate
amenity.

SECTION 1

Workshop
Methodology

Methodology
At the time of delivering this
scope of works, Covid-19
and restrictions on physical
distancing and group
gatherings prompted this
workshop to be delivered
digitally. Subsequently the
session was conducted via
a Zoom meeting with the
assistance of a digital tool, ‘Fun
Retro’, that enabled attendees
to collaborate and express
their ideas from the comfort of
their homes. The layout of this
session worked well and we
were able to gain rich insights
from the people that know
Coolum best.

Prior to attending the session participants received a video link
to a pre-recorded presentation produced by Fourfold Studio. This
explained the project context, an introduction to the concept of
placemaking and what to expect during the action plan workshop.
This enabled participants to arrive to the digital workshop preprepared and already thinking about potential project ideas.
The workshop was well attended and included representatives from
the tourism sector, small business owners, education, community
and real estate. All were united with a motivation to realise and
unlock the potential of Coolum as a destination that retains its
relaxed and ‘small town’ feel, whilst attracting visitors from across the
world. It was beneficial to have Council representatives participating
who were able to speak to a number of community concerns from
Council’s perspective.
Small group break-outs allowed for targeted discussions where
participants could speak to their personal experience and aspirations
for Coolum.
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Three specific activities were undertaken as part of the session which
are detailed opposite.

activity 2.

activity 3.

Activity 1 sought to understand
strengths and opportunities for
Coolum. Essentially, this activity
was about understanding ‘what
makes Coolum, Coolum’. This
was achieved by mapping
assets and unique community
traits. Input from this session
was used to broadly define
the local identity and point
of difference which was later
translated into four themes
guiding the development of the
action plan.

Activity 2 was a fast-paced
ideation activity designed
to rapidly develop ideas for
place improvement projects
and activations with a focus
on improving the economic
prosperity of Coolum. Focused
on one topic at a time, we asked
participants to suggest ideas
for: project ideas; locations of
interest and potential people or
partnerships that could assist in
implementation.

Finally, Activity 3 linked the
outcomes from the first two
activities to create an action
plan ready for implementation.
Two smaller participant
groups were each allocated
two themes to focus on.
Within these smaller groups,
participants selected projects of
interest to match with locations
of interest and potential project
partners.
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activity 1.

SECTION 2

Place Identity
& Vision

Coolum
Vision
Most voted participant idea

“Preserve what makes
Coolum, Coolum”.

Coolum was defined by its coastal lifestyle, with its laid-back, relaxed,
family friendly offering. It was described as a “friendly little town
with a village vibe”. The aspirations for the area were to leverage
and promote the convenient access to beautiful natural assets,
and a strong surf culture as well as the diversity of environmental
attractions for families and visitors. Additionally there was a strong
intent to ensure Coolum is a location attractive to investment set
amongst an environment where business thrives.
During the workshop, Fourfold Studio deciphered community
aspirations to devise four central themes:
1. Connectivity
2. Activation
3. Destination & Tourism
4. Infrastructure & Development
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The themes have been explored in detail within this section and form
the structuring element to guide projects outlined within Section 3,
Implementation Actions.

THEME 1. CONNECTIVITY

1

Coolum’s location is a unique community asset due to its close proximity to Brisbane
and Maroochydore and popular holiday destinations including Noosa, which are linked
together via the Sunshine Motorway. The addition of an International Airport on the
outskirts of Coolum presents a number of opportunities for short term stays and
layovers in the beach side town. There is also potential to leverage aligned industry
with Airport needs. Theme 1 is about connecting all of these assets and making it easier
to move in and around Coolum. This includes a focus on alternative transport such as
increasing cycling, walkability and public transport.

T H E M E 2 . A C T I VAT I O N

2

There is a common understanding that visitors are attracted to areas that are highly
activated and have a vibrant public life. Theme 2 focuses on the implementation of
short term actions that bring people into Coolum such as regular markets and creative
arts offerings. Participants also flagged a high prevalence of vacant shop fronts. To
support continued activity in Coolum whilst supporting local land owners, suggestions
to implement a Renew Coolum program were made. Renew Australia deliver programs
that offer temporary, short-term leases to encourage the development of creative
businesses whilst maintaining a leasable status. Other activation concepts included
improving the night time economy in town, implementing a community garden and
attracting people to the area across all times of the day.

T H E M E 3 . D E S T I N AT I O N & T O U R I S M

3

It is evident, through detailed discussions, that Coolum has an abundance of unique
offerings for visitors to the area. This is strengthened by its close proximity to
Maroochydore and the new International Airport, allowing visitors to be on the beach
within an hour of landing in Queensland. Action 3 looks to leverage what is unique
in Coolum and use this as a tool to increase visitation. Additionally, Coolum is on the
brink of major development including an increase in tourism offerings such as the ‘Surf
Ranch’ and a 5 star Westin resort at Yaroomba Beach. It is important to integrate such
assets with the broader community as a means for attracting visitors and improving the
economic prosperity of the town centre.

T H E M E 4 . I N F R A S T R U C T U R E & 		
DEVELOPMENT
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Aligned to major infrastructure development including the opening of the new Airport,
resorts and recreational, tourism offerings. Theme 4 focuses on additional development
that could take place. This theme focuses on major projects and how Coolum can
leverage such projects and have them assist in building the community profile. These
could be as simple as specifically using ‘Coolum’ in the title of developments in the area
to build brand recognition and association.

SECTION 3

Implementation
Actions

Implementation
Timing
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Informed by workshop
outcomes, Section 3 Implementation Actions,
outlines potential projects for
consideration. These actions
will set Coolum on the right
pathway to achieve community,
business and tourism
aspirations. Each project has
been aligned with one or
more of the project themes.
Additionally, potential delivery
and funding partners have been
identified for each, however
further investigation to confirm
roles and responsibilities will be
required.

Actions outlined in this strategy have been time bound according to
the following periods:
• Immediate: These are actions that should be considered as
a priority as they have potential to assist trader and business
recovery post Covid-19.
• Short Term: Actions identified as being short term could be
implemented within the next 6-months.
• Medium Term: Medium term project actions are proposed
to occur between 6-months to 2 years. These actions may
require a longer planning period and are potentially more
complex to implement.
• Ongoing: Actions categorised as being ongoing will occur
throughout the 2 years of strategy implementation.

Actions
ACTION

THEME
1

2

RESPONSIBLE
3

4

Possible Partners

Immediate
Post-Covid 19 Actions

• Engage with local businesses, land owners and traders to identify
short term actions to collaboratively assist in the post Covid business
recovery. For example, ideas being implemented globally include:
– Work with Council to temporarily ease restrictions for on-street
dining.
– Implement a parklet program to increase the amount of space
businesses have for on-street dining and to create a temporarily
more active street environment.
– Develop a promotional campaign for accommodation and tourism
opportunities in Coolum. Target audience would be residents from
Southern states encouraging them to have a beach vacation and
raising the profile of Coolum’s attractions.
2

Business & Tourism Advisory Committees

• Fourfold Studio suggest the establishment of Coolum Business &
Tourism advisory sub-committees. These groups will help grow and
diversify the membership group to include more community and
creative members who can share the load in delivery of community
based actions. The proposed four sub-groups will each focus on one
of the following themes:
– Art, culture & community activations
– Tourism & major events
– Business community & sustainable living
– Entrepreneurial ventures, investment & enabling infrastructure
3

• Local traders,
businesses, community
and Coolum Business
& Tourism

Public, private partnerships

• Use this document to prompt discussions with relevant public
and private organisations who may be in a position to support the
aspirations of Coolum. This will ensure a united team in achieving
such aspirations.
4

• Local traders,
businesses,
tourism attractions,
accommodation
providers, Coolum
Business & Tourism &
Council

• All

Alternative Funding Opportunities

• Investigate alternative opportunities for funding including grants
through Local or State Government or philanthropic organisations to
support the implementation of local projects. Investigate the appetite
for alternative funding sources such as development contributions
taxes or levies.

• Coolum Business
& Tourism Group,
Council, local property
developers
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1

ACTION

THEME
1

5

2

RESPONSIBLE
3

4

Possible Partners

Coolum Community Garden Investigation

• This quick win project has potential to build momentum within the
community and establish new community and business networks.
Incorporated in the project should be an opportunity to educate and
learn about foods including Indigenous plantings. Additionally, there
is an opportunity to involve local businesses through food production
and use of waste for community composting. There is strong support
from community and Council for the project.

• Council, interested
community members
and local businesses

Short Term
6

7

8

Small-scale Activation

• Within Coolum there exists an opportunity for events and activations
in and around the township. Work in partnership with local
community and businesses to devise a list of specific activation ideas,
locations and partnerships responsible for implementation.

• Coolum Business &
Tourism, interested
community members
and local businesses

• Develop an events and activation calendar. A web based calendar
was suggested which can be linked to social media and print sources.

• Coolum Business &
Tourism, interested
community members
and local businesses

• Undertake a series of small scale activations within the area as a
means for piloting project ideas and attracting people to Coolum.
For example, music events, arts showcases, creative exhibitions and a
street busker program. Next step will be to review and scale.

• Coolum Business &
Tourism, interested
community members
and local businesses

• Pop-up dining in local parks in the evenings during the summer as a
tourist attraction to increase business in the local area.

• Local businesses &
traders

Coolum Retail offering

• Retail attraction strategy: Commission a study into the retail offering
in Coolum to understand what offerings would make the area more
attractive for visitors. This would provide a resource to promote
preferred tenure mix with land owners.

• Council, Coolum
Business & Tourism,
local businesses,
building owners/body
corporates

• Review operating hours: Increase the evening economy and
activation in Coolum through undertaking a strategic review of
local business operating hours. Included in this review may be
understanding which businesses could potentially remain open later
and what would encourage them to do so.

• Council, Coolum
Business & Tourism
and local businesses

• Renew Coolum Project: Decrease the vacancy rate and diversify
tenure mix by reviewing the opportunity to run a Renew program.
This includes providing short-term, cost effective lease opportunities
for small businesses and creative industries.

• Council, Business
& Tourism, local
businesses, creatives
and building owners

Spend Map Data

• Work with Council to identify opportunities to obtain Spend Map
data that would assist in marketing Coolum as a great place to invest.
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9

• Council, Coolum
Business & Tourism

Coolum Promotions

• Create a communications and digital market strategy amplifying
what events and activities are happening in Coolum. This could
include showcasing offerings and businesses in Coolum through
local guides. This would be a great resources for visitors to the area
and will assist in raising the Coolum profile.

• Business & Tourism,
local businesses and
creatives

ACTION

THEME
1

• Create an Invest Coolum strategy to highlight the significant
economic opportunities of Coolum and its surrounding area to attract
additional business, development and industry investment.

2

RESPONSIBLE
3

4

Possible Partners

• Business & Tourism,
Council, EDQ,
developers, landowner

10 Identity Expression Through Art

• Work collaboratively with local artists and creatives to understand
how the identity of Coolum can be depicted through artist
expression including street art, murals, sculpture and temporary
installations.
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• Local artists and
creatives

Coolum Markets Review

• Review the unique offering of each of the existing markets and the
feasibility of more niche offerings such as a curated maker markets
and local produce market.

• Council, existing
market organisers,
businesses and
creative industries.

Medium Term
12 Active Transport Opportunities

• Provide end of journey facilities for cyclists such as more bike hoops
or air pumps at key destinations in town. Smaller scale initiatives
to support cycling may include promotion of popular routes via a
flier that could be distributed at resorts and tourism destinations.
Consider key routes such as the industrial estate, Yaroomba Beach,
Mt Coolum and the future Surf Ranch precinct connecting into the
heart of Coolum.

• Council, Developers
and cafe owners
(informal).

• Advocate for exploration into the feasibility for active transport
improvements in Coolum. This could include implementing
infrastructure that calms traffic, protects the safety of cyclists and
improves walkability along the main street.

• Council, Department
of Transport & Main
Roads

13 Tourist Transport

• Investigate options to support tourist movement between major
destinations and the centre of Coolum.

• Tourism operators,
Council, Business &
Tourism

14 Industrial Estate Connections and Vision

• Improve public transport connections between Coolum centre and
the industrial estate.

• Council, Department
of Transport & Main
Roads

• Investigate options to generate and promote targeted business
attraction to the industrial estate, in line with the regional
opportunities and development occurring in the area (eg. the
International Airport).

• Coolum Business
& Tourism, local
businesses,
international airport
operators

• Tickle Park: improve seating, more variety in play opportunities for all
ages and abilities, and amenities such as the BBQs to make it a more
attractive place to come and spend time.

• Council

• Norrie Job Lion’s Park: Investigate opportunities to improve the
facilities in this park to create a new destination for the local
community and a further waterfront tourist destination.

• Council
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15 Park Improvements

ACTION

THEME
1

2

RESPONSIBLE
3

4

Possible Partners

Ongoing
16 Maintain a strong relationship with Council
NA
• Continue to maintain a strong relationship with Council and
investigate opportunities to align Coolum Business and Tourism goals
with the Economic Development Strategy for the region.
17 Project Evaluation

• Tracking progress with data will ensure Coolum Business and tourism NA
stay on track in delivery of this action plan. This can be achieved
via surveys and short interviews with project participants. It is
recommended this occurs at various points throughout the action
plans three year implementation time frame.

• Coolum Business &
Tourism

18 Strategic Review
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• Review the action plan post 2-years of workshop delivery to
ensure the plan is adapted according to project wins, learnings and
development works that may occur in Coolum.

NA

• Coolum Business &
Tourism
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